
The NFL regular season is almost upon us! The tease of preseason is in the past and the first 

matchup couldn’t be a better one as the reigning Super Bowl Champion Philadelphia Eagles 

square off against the Atlanta Falcons. Both teams come in with electric offenses and look to 

notch a tough opening win to start the 2018 season. This off season has been one of the busiest 

with huge contract extensions, stunning trades, and a loaded draft that will produce many future 

Hall of Famers. This time of preparation has been key for many teams as they look to either get 

over the hump and finally taste the playoffs or some to just stay atop their divisions. Without 

further ado, here are my predictions for the 2018 season!  

  

Arizona Cardinals  

2017 Record: 8-8  

2018 Predicted Record: 6-10  

The team added their QB of the future in Josh Rosen which will help begin the rebuild process 

(once he starts later this season). Their offense includes a high caliber RB in David Johnson who 

looks to hit peak performance coming off a season ending wrist injury. They also have a future 

Hall of Famer in Larry Fitzgerald who is coming off a 1100+ yard season. Their schedule looks 

difficult with the likes of the Seahawks, 49ers, and heavily revamped Rams (not to mention the 

Vikings, Falcons, or Packers). I have them losing to the Rams (twice), Seahawks (twice), 49ers, 

Vikings, Chiefs, Chargers, Packers, and Falcons. Their only major win comes over the playoff 

hopeful 49ers with some consolation wins over the Redskins and other lower level teams.  

  

Atlanta Falcons  

2017 Record: 10-6  

2018 Predicted Record: 11-5  

The Falcons have a tough one right out of the gate playing the Super Bowl champion Eagles. 

Their offense got another explosive weapon in Calvin Ridley who I believe could become a 

major sleeper this season. “Matty Ice” is back and the offense features a ton of high powered 

weapons. If the defense can keep the pressure up, this could be a great season for the Falcons. I 

have them losing to the Steelers, Giants, Saints, Packers, and Panthers, however they pick up 

some key wins against the Eagles week 1, with or without Carson Wentz, and against their 

division rival Panthers and Saints. They will have their hands full in such a loaded division.  

  

  

  

  



Baltimore Ravens  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 5-11 

The Ravens made one of the steals of the draft to grab Lamar Jackson, a player I believe should 

have gone earlier. He seems to be the replacement to an aging Flacco, who simply can’t get the 

job done. I think the team is a few key players away from making the playoffs however; in their 

current state, it can’t be done. Also, the rise in the Browns will make the Ravens schedule 

tougher as well. I have them losing to Bengals, Broncos, Steelers (twice), Titans, Saints, 

Panthers, Falcons, Chiefs, Chargers, and Browns. A win over the Bills and Browns with a couple 

others sprinkled in have the Ravens looking evermore toward the 2019 draft to compliment their 

QB of the future.  

  

Buffalo Bills  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 7-9  

I believe that Allen is still the best QB of the draft and he is a steal for a Bills team that would 

love some consistency there. I believe he can become something truly special for them. With 

weapons like McCoy and Benjamin, this offense can be explosive. Their schedule; however, is 

why I have their wins so low. In addition to the rival Patriots, they have the grueling task of 

playing the likes of the Jaguars and Vikings. I see them losing to the Ravens, Vikings, Titans, 

Texans, Colts, Jets (twice), Patriots, and Jaguars. I do see them picking up wins against the 

Packers on the road and Patriots at home. If a couple key games go their way, they may be able 

to slip into the Wild Card round.  

  

Carolina Panthers  

2017 Record: 11-5  

2018 Predicted Record: 11-5  

Woe to any team in the NFC South. Saying that division is loaded is an understatement. This 

team definitely has the talent to face the test though. With a star-studded defense lead by Luke 

Kuechly and a dynamic QB at the helm in Cam Newton, the sky is the limit for this team. The 

offense boasts weapons such as newly acquired Torrey Smith along with a pass catching RB in 

McCaffrey and an excellent Greg Olsen. This team would be a lock at #1 in the division if it 

wasn’t for the Saints. I have them losing to the Falcons, Eagles, Steelers, and Saints (twice). 

They will, however, pick up impressive wins versus Seattle and Atlanta. One important thing to 

note is both games versus the Saints come late in the season (weeks 15 & 17), and these games 

may ultimately determine the division.  



  

Chicago Bears  

2017 Record: 5-11  

2018 Predicted Record: 4-12  

Congratulations to the Bears for being able to land Khalil Mack and also sign him to a long-term 

deal. Incredible move to help bolster this team which is starting to get going again. The pickup of 

Allen Robinson also helps the team greatly and gives Trubisky another weapon to play with. The 

Bears also have two very good running backs in Howard and Cohen. The major downside: their 

division. While not being as bad as the NFC South, having to play to face Aaron Rodgers, the 

Vikings stout defense, or a sneaky Detroit team who can shock some teams, is miserable. I don’t 

think the record will accurately reflect the talent of the team. Their loses will include the Packers 

(twice), Seahawks, Cardinals, Dolphins, Patriots, Bills, Vikings (twice), Lions, Rams, and 49ers. 

I see them pulling off a win in New York against the Giants, however with a tougher schedule, it 

won’t be good for “Da Bears”.  

  

Cincinnati Bengals  

2017 Record: 7-9  

2018 Predicted Record: 5-11  

The Bengals really didn’t make the splash they needed to stay competitive. The AJ Green, Andy 

Dalton combination simply hasn’t been enough to launch them forward. The team to me just 

seems very stagnant and boring. Joe Mixon is just not a major factor and the team needs a spark. 

I never thought I would rank the Browns above a team, let alone multiple teams, but the Bengals 

are the new worst team in the division. With losses coming from the Colts, Panthers, Falcons, 

Steelers (twice), Chiefs, Buccaneers, Saints, Ravens, and Browns (twice), this team needs to 

quickly form an identity. The only impressive win I see coming is over the Chargers on the road.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Cleveland Browns  

2017 Record: 0-16  

2018 Predicted Record: 6-10 

If I would have told myself last year that I could bet on the Browns winning a few games this 

year, I would have locked myself up for being insane. As my dad says, however, “even a blind 

dog finds a bone once in a while”. Although I still don’t believe the Browns made the correct 

draft choices (I would have taken Saquon and then Allen), they did still draft well taking Baker 

Mayfield #1 overall and Denzel Ward #4 overall (not to mention Chubb at #32). With the 

additions of Landry (and I believe soon to be Dez Bryant), along with Josh Gordon, watch out 

for this team. I like what they have done and the only reason I can’t put them higher is past track 

record. I don’t want to hop on board just yet; I need to see some kind of spark to believe fully. 

Losses will come from the likes of the Steelers, Saints, Jets, Raiders, Ravens, Chargers, 

Buccaneers, Chiefs, Falcons, and Panthers. I have them winning 5 out of their last 6 as they will 

have time to finally gel as a unit and hit their potential. A rougher schedule out of the gate does 

present some tasks; however, if they put the pieces together, I could see them making the 

playoffs.  

  

Dallas Cowboys  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 6-10  

I would like to preface this by reminding everyone the Eagles won the Super Bowl. Although it 

is hard to say, the Cowboys still are a good team. Zeke is not a threat to be messed with and what 

I think may be the most underrated element of the Cowboys offense is the play of Cole Beasley 

over the middle. It sure makes me frustrated watching the same stupid little plays which get 6-7 

yards at a clip, but are very effective. The Cowboys are facing major loses, however, in Witten 

and Bryant and these holes will cost them this year. With loses coming from the Panthers, 

Texans, Jaguars, Redskins, Titans, Eagles (twice), Falcons, Saints, and Giants, it may be 

interesting to see the direction the team takes after this season, especially coaching wise.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Denver Broncos  

2017 Record: 5-11  

2018 Predicted Record: 5-11 

The Broncos play in a division with the explosive Chiefs and exciting Chargers and they simply 

don’t measure up. It will be interesting to see how Case Keenum adjusts to his new team and to 

his new WR’s. The team did make an outstanding draft choice in Bradley Chubb to really bring 

some firepower to that defense. I see loses from the Seahawks, Chiefs (twice), Rams, Cardinals, 

Texans, Chargers, Steelers, Bengals, 49ers, and Browns. Although I see them snagging a road 

win against the Chargers, they simply don’t have the team to compete with those around them.  

  

Detroit Lions  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 5-11  

Lion fans must wish to go back to a time where Stafford could lob a pass up to Calvin  

“Megatron” Johnson and things would work out well. While Tate and Jones are good WR, they 

are nowhere near Johnson’s caliber. They will benefit this season from a hardnosed back in 

Blount; however, it simply won’t be enough (especially playing the Packers and Vikings twice 

each). I see them losing to the Patriots, Cowboys, Packers (twice), Seahawks, Bears, Panthers,  

Rams, Cardinals, Bills, and Vikings. I think this team can come and steal a game they shouldn’t 

win; however, it won’t be enough to get them in the playoffs, especially in a loaded NFC North.  

  

Green Bay Packers  

2017 Record: 7-9  

2018 Predicted Record: 10-6  

Aaron Rodgers. Need I say more? With the weapons surrounding him (Cobb, Adams, Graham), 

the sky is the limit this year. He seems to make everyone around him rise to the occasion and 

play so much better. My real concern is the defense - not that it is atrocious, but it could need 

some polishing to match the dazzling offense. I believe the defense lead by Matthews will be the 

factor that decides how far this team can go. Losses will come from the Bills, Lions, Rams, 

Patriots, 49ers, and Vikings. They will bolster their resume by picking up quality wins against 

Minnesota and Atlanta.  

  

Houston Texans  

2017 Record: 4-12  



2018 Predicted Record: 10-6 

Much like the NFC South, the AFC South is another powerhouse. This Texans team will 

hopefully stay healthy, which for everyone is major trouble. Anyone remember Deshaun  

Watson? He’s back and looking to repeat what could have been an MVP season (minus the 

whole injury thing). He’ll be surrounded by the talent of Lamar Miller at RB and Fuller and 

Hopkins at WR. Oh yeah, and JJ Watt’s pretty good…. really good…. scary good. I predict 

losses against the Patriots, Titans, Giants, Jaguars, Browns, and Eagles. Look for this team in the 

playoffs because they will be deadly.  

  

Indianapolis Colts  

2017 Record: 4-12  

2018 Predicted Record: 6-10  

With a healthy Andrew Luck, this team could be just a step below Houston. Brissett stepped up 

last season and although things didn’t go as planned, I think he still has potential. I’m curious to 

see what Marlon Mack does this season and how well the defense can play. That defense has a 

lot of holes and no amount of offense will alleviate a crumbling defense. Luck is the key to the 

team’s success and failure. Losses will come from the Eagles, Texans (twice), Patriots, Raiders, 

Jaguars (twice), Dolphins, Cowboys, and Titans.  

  

Jacksonville Jaguars  

2017 Record: 10-6  

2018 Predicted Record: 12-4  

Big, bad Bortles will be looking for that Super Bowl berth that alluded his grasp last year. The 

defense is daunting to say the least and if just half of what Ramsey says is true, this team can 

definitely make a deep playoff run. If Fournette is able to boost his production, this team will be 

able to reach out and hopefully grab a spot in the Super Bowl. I foresee losses from the Patriots, 

Chiefs, Titans, and Texans; however, they will get quality wins against the Titans, Texans, 

Cowboys, Steelers, and some others. I believe this is the team to beat in the AFC.  

  

  

  

  

Kansas City Chiefs  

2017 Record: 10-6  



2018 Predicted Record: 11-5 

We shall see if the Chiefs really do have the best offense in the league. Tyreke Hill already 

believes so. With Mahomes at QB and an explosive Hunt in the backfield, this offense can beat 

even the toughest defenses. Watkins will finally get the QB he has been looking for and I’m 

interested to see how Hill progresses as a WR more than from a special teams perspective this 

year. The only losses for this team will come at the hands of the Chargers (twice), Rams, 

Raiders, and Seahawks. Let’s just see how far this high-powered offense can take them.  

Los Angeles Chargers  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 9-7  

This may be the best, or second best team, to not make the playoffs and it’s a shame because the 

talent is there for sure. Phillip Rivers may have aged slightly, but he can still sling with the best 

of them and he has plenty of targets to choose from including Keenan Allen, who is hoping to 

avoid the injury bug this year. Also, Gates adds leadership and experience to the team as well. 

Melvin Gordon is progressing nicely and with an improved defense, the team will either win, or 

fall just short of the division crown. I see them losing to the Bills, 49ers, Titans, Seahawks, 

Raiders, Bengals, and Broncos, however they pick up huge wins against the likes of the Rams, 

Steelers, and Chiefs (twice)  

  

Los Angeles Rams  

2017 Record: 11-5  

2018 Predicted Record: 12-4  

Let’s just take a look at some of the talent on this roster. This rock-solid defense boasts the likes 

of Suh, Donald, Peters, and Talib. So, after being shut down by this tenacious defense, you have 

the pleasure of facing one of the most potent offenses. Led by Jared Goff, the offense has studs 

all around from newly acquired Cooks to Gurley, who may end up being the MVP this season. 

Add both sides together, along with a great young coach, and you have the recipe for what may 

be a Super Bowl team. I only see 4 losses from this team: Chargers, Saints, Eagles, and 49ers. 

The team won’t have an easy run by any stretch, however, tough slug fests with the Vikings, 

Packers, and Chiefs will be crucial building blocks and learning points for a team looking to 

bring home a title.  

Miami Dolphins  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 3-13  



Simply put, I don’t think the Dolphins have progressed enough to match the competition around 

them. They play in a very difficult division and don’t exactly have a favorable schedule when 

you have to get beat by the Patriots twice a season. The offense has players who are capable to 

making play, such as newly acquired Amendola, and the veteran Frank Gore. I just don’t believe 

Tannehill can be the QB of the future and the team needs to make the moves necessary to look to 

the future. With losses at the hands of the Titans, Jets (twice), Patriots (twice), Bengals, Lions, 

Texans, Packers, Bills (twice), Vikings, and Jaguars, the team needs to consider their identity in 

a major way this season.  

  

Minnesota Vikings  

2017 Record: 13-3  

2018 Predicted Record: 11-5  

Nothing was more symbolic last season that the last second catch to eliminate the Saints from the 

playoffs. Unfortunately, that hype was short lived after a disappointing 38-7 loss to the eventual 

Super Bowl Champion Eagles. This team, however, is back and better than ever. With a stout 

defense lead by the likes of Rhodes, Bar, Kendricks, and many other talented young players and 

a dynamic offense lead by Kirk Cousins, this could be their year. Cousins certainly has plenty of 

talent to throw to in Diggs and Thielen, not to mention Dalvin Cook who is now healthy. Despite 

a tough schedule, I only see them dropping 5 games to the Packers, Rams, Eagles, Lions, and 

Patriots. Big wins over the Saints, 49ers, and Packers will help them fine tune their team to be 

ready come post season.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

New England Patriots  

2017 Record: 13-3  

2018 Predicted Record: 11-5 



The Patriots in the playoffs- don’t pinch me, I’m not shocked. Led by the greatest player of all 

time (Tom Brady) and by the never smiling mastermind of Bill Belichick, this team is always 

able to turn nothing, into a playoff caliber team. One example: Chris Hogan. A once Penn State 

lacrosse player is now catching touchdowns in the biggest games of the season. This offense 

seems to be able to just create out of thin air, not to mention having the best TE in the league in 

Gronkowski. I think this will be a down year for them though. It’s very tough to continue 

improving and with key losses on both offense and defense and an increasingly tougher division, 

the Patriots will no longer be as dominant as before. With loses to the Chiefs, Bills, Titans, Jets, 

and Steelers, I believe they are on the path to a conference finals matchup with the Jaguars, 

however they will fall short there.  

  

New Orleans Saints  

2017 Record: 11-5  

2018 Predicted Record: 12-4  

The Saints have always been a powerhouse on offense; however, the key to their increased 

success has been their strength on defense. This unit has dramatically bolstered their strength and 

depth and is very difficult to gain any traction. With shut down corners, like Lattimore, and a 

stronger rush up the middle, they have the perfect compliment to their potent offense. Brees now 

also has a powerful run game, led by Kamara, who is an absolute stud. They were one play away 

from reaching the NFC Conference Finals and definitely have the potential to reach that same 

point and beyond this season,  They only drop 4 games to the Falcons, Giants, Vikings, and 

Panthers. With big wins versus the Rams, Eagles, Falcons, Steelers, and Panthers, this team has 

more than enough muscle to flex.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

New York Giants  

2017 Record: 3-13  

2018 Predicted Record: 9-7  

Somehow the Browns passed on the best player in the draft and the Giants will be thankful for 

years to come. If the Giants are able to build a strong offensive line to block for Saquon Barkley, 

this team will dramatically increase in stature,  He is the key ingredient to the direction the team 



takes now, and their identity for the future. Manning still has the leadership and talent to lead the 

team to victory and he has strong weapons in Beckham and Engram. Watch out for this team 

because you will regret it if you don’t. The 7 loses will come from the Jaguars, Cowboys, 

Panthers, 49ers, Eagles, Bears, and Colts. Strong wins will come from victories over teams like 

the Eagles, Saints, Falcons, and Titans. A strong season, however just a few games short of the 

playoff promised land.  

  

New York Jets  

2017 Record: 5-11  

2018 Predicted Record: 6-10  

Will Darnold be the long-awaited messiah this team has been looking for, or will he be just 

another flash in the pan? The Jets are not as bad as their record reflects. I truly believe this team 

is more than capable than stunning a more powerful team by their grit and tenacity. This team is 

one or two moves away from truly becoming a threat in their division. Also, one major thing to 

consider is the flux in the division. The Patriots are down, Bills are trending up, and Dolphins are 

trending down. If they can control the division, they can control their destiny. This team can be a 

dark horse this year. Double digit loses will come from the Lions, Jaguars, Broncos, Colts, 

Vikings, Bears, Titans, Texans, Packers, and Patriots. With 5 wins in the division (2 from the 

Bills and Dolphins each and 1 from the Patriots), the team will be looking to build on the success 

of this season in next season’s draft with their QB prodigy.  

  

Oakland Raiders  

2017 Record: 6-10  

2018 Predicted Record: 4-12  

With Gruden at the helm, the team has that leadership to help propel them towards success. Carr 

can’t ask for a much better receiving core with Cooper and Nelson lining up out wide. Lynch 

adds a strong RB presence to the mix and this team could be a threat; however, I just don’t think 

this year. I think it will take another year to fine tune this team and work out the kinks. 12 losses 

seems high, but I think accurate as they will fall to the Rams, Broncos (twice), Dolphins, 

Chargers, Seahawks, 49ers, Cardinals, Ravens, Steelers, Bengals, and Chiefs.   

Philadelphia Eagles  

2017 Record: 13-3  

2018 Predicted Record: 10-6 

Coming off the Super Bowl victory, this team will definitely have their hands full all year long. 

Right out of the gate they have a tough week one match up against a scrappy Atlanta team 



looking to strike quickly. The scheduling gods didn’t grant them any favors by having them play 

7 games against playoff teams. Do they have the talent?  Most definitely! The biggest steal of 

last season, Jay Ajayi, will lead this offense with fervor and passion. One important key will be 

injuries. When will Wentz and Jeffery hit their peaks like last year? This defense will need to 

keep themselves anchored and remain as steadfast as last year. Despite giving up so many yards 

in the Super Bowl, the defense was the deciding factor in winning that game. Losses will come 

from the Falcons, Giants, Jaguars, Saints, and Rams. Will they be able to return to the promised 

land?  I believe so, but the road just got a little steeper.  

  

Pittsburgh Steelers  

2017 Record: 13-3  

2018 Predicted Record: 11-5  

The Steelers truly are a major question mark this season. Can Big Ben still perform and lead his 

team to victory as well as in the glory days? What is going to happen to LeVeon Bell? Will JuJu 

be able to keep his bicycle an entire season? I just honestly don’t know with this team. There is a 

lot of talent on both sides of the ball; however, where will the cards fall this season? I don’t think 

with all these questions that they can be as powerful as before, but the potential is still there. 

There will be 5 losses coming from the Chiefs, Browns, Jaguars, Chargers, and Saints. They will 

be playoff bound for sure, but how far can the Steelers go this year?  

  

Seattle Seahawks  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 8-8  

Defense used to be their claim to fame, however it just simply isn’t the case anymore. The loss of 

Sherman really hurts the caliber of this team. I really believe in Wilson and I love his style of 

play and his ability, I just don’t know if there is enough around him to get past a very tough 

divisional schedule. A 0.500 record will come from losses to the Cowboys, Rams (twice), 

Packers, Panthers, 49ers (twice), and Vikings. Hats off though for having the feel-good story of 

the season with the Griffin twins, truly amazing!  

  

  

San Francisco 49ers  

2017 Record: 6-10  

2018 Predicted Record: 10-6 



Going into their bye week, the 49ers were 1-9. The season looked bleak and depressing. Enter 

Garoppolo stage left. Suddenly, the season flips completely, and the team ends the season on a 5 

game win streak. He is the spark which galvanized the season. If they can keep that momentum 

going, watch out. He is a tough threat at QB and will give even the best defenses nightmares. 

They finally make the playoffs with only 6 loses coming from the Vikings, Lions, Chiefs, 

Packers, Rams, and Cardinals. Look for them to make a deep run this season.  

  

Tampa Bay Buccaneers  

2017 Record: 6-10  

2018 Predicted Record: 2-14  

  

Winston just can’t seem to stay out of trouble and that greatly affects all parts of the team. It does 

no good to have big name WR’s such as Evans and Jackson if you are forced to have Ryan 

Fitzpatrick throw to them. With a weak QB, an underdeveloped run game, and defense with 

many holes, one of final blows may be just how tough their schedule is. Playing the Saints, 

Falcons, and Panthers twice each is a daunting task and one this team won’t be able to overcome.  

The 14 losses is a lot and they come from the Saints (twice), Eagles, Steelers, Bears, Falcons 

(twice), Panthers (twice), Redskins, Giants, 49ers, Ravens, and Cowboys. Their two measly wins 

come from narrow victories over the Browns and Bengals.   

  

Tennessee Titans  

2017 Record: 9-7  

2018 Predicted Record: 10-6  

If you can’t beat ‘em, steal two of their players. The Titans were able to snag Lewis and a 

disgruntled Butler from the Patriots to add to their loaded roster. I think this year Davis will be a  

huge factor and he and Mariota will have great success. Great WR’s, a strong TE, talented RB’s, 

and a mobile QB will create problems for most defenses. The success of the team will lie in their 

defensive ability to shut teams down. Best of luck in a very difficult division. Their 6 tough 

losses will come from the Jaguars, Eagles, Colts, Texans, Giants, and Colts. The only advantage 

to playing in such a tough division are the constant learning opportunities and ability to grow as 

a unit.  

  

Washington Redskins  

2017 Record: 7-9  

2018 Predicted Record: 2-14 



I don’t have any reason to have this prediction, but I’ll say it anyway: I don’t think Alex Smith 

will succeed in Washington. I just don’t like the fit and I don’t think it’s what is best for this 

team. I may be wrong, but I just am not sold there. The Redskins need a big name WR to boost 

this offense because the run game isn’t breaking any records anytime soon. The Redskins really 

need Reed to stay healthy if they will have any chance of making a run this season. It just isn’t 

going to happen with a schedule as difficult as this. Of the 14 losses (Cardinals, Colts, Packers, 

Saints, Panthers, Giants (twice), Falcons, Buccaneers, Texans, Cowboys, Jaguars, Titans, and 

Eagles), 10 are realistically playoff teams (counting Giants twice). It just isn’t in the cards.  

  

This season is going to be a slug fest. The difference between teams gets smaller and smaller 

every year and I can’t wait to watch the show.  If I had to choose 3 teams from each conference 

to make the Super Bowl (in order), my prediction would be as follows:  

NFC: Eagles, Rams, Saints  

AFC: Jaguars, Patriots, Steelers  

My biggest fear is the new helmet rule dictates the game too much. I don’t want games to be 

decided by one play or penalty which can dramatically change the entire landscape of the season.  

Regardless, I can’t wait to see this year’s rookies in action and how the way football will be 

changed. Special shout out to my Eagles as they attempt to repeat the impossible; regardless, this 

season will be one to remember. The first game of the season will be a bird on bird matchup, 

sadly though it won’t be the Eagles flying high. With Carson out, in addition to the way the team 

has looked this preseason, I just think it will be a little difficult and they will fall just short. I’ll 

make the rest of my predictions in my next article, but as far as the Thursday night game, I have 

the Falcons over the Eagles 23-20. How is your favorite team going to do? See the attached 

schedule for every team, including bye weeks, below. Enjoy!  
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